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ABSTRACT Unlike Gaussian matrices, where reasonably sharp bounds
This paper studies compressed sensing for tbe recovery of on the thresholds which guarantee linear programming to
recover sparse signals have been obtained [2], such sharp
non-negative sparse vectors fromeansmalle ofmheunknownvea. bounds do not exist for expander-graph-based measurements.sureentsthanthembiet diensin ofthe nknon vetor ThiLs iS the main focus of the currenLt pap|er, for the special
We construct sparse measurement matrices for the recovery of .
i
case where the k-sparse vector iS nOn-negatiVe.
non-negative vectors, using perturbations of adjacency matri- It turns oth thatde vetoh ai non-negativi.
ces of expander graphs with much smaller expansion coeffi- . . .t
cients than previously suggested schemes. These construc- straint, one requires significantly fewer measurements to re-cover k-sparse non-negative signals. The non-negative casetion arecruialn aplictios, sch s DN miroarays has also been studied in [4] for Gaussian mnatrices and also
and sensor networks, where dense measurements are not prac- in the work of Bruckstein et al. [9], which further proposes atically feasible. We present a necessary anLd sufficienLt condi- macigpruttyeorcvryloih.
tion for T1 optiLmization to successfully recover the unknown "acigprut eo eoeyagrtmThe success of a measurement matrices is often certified
vector and obtain closed form expressions for the recovervectr an obain s m epresion fortherecoery by a so-called Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) which guar-threshold. We finally present a novel recovery algorithm that a sce Restricte IsometPope RIP) Ich gaantees the success of T1 ;minimization. Rece;ntly, Indyk et
exploits expansion and is faster than 1I optimization. al [5] showed that the adjacency matrices of suitable unbal-
Index Ter s- compressed sensing, expander graph, anced expander graphs satisfy an RIP property for p-l norm.
non-negative vector, 11 optimization, perfect matching. However, it turns out that RIP conditions are only sufficient.
A complete characterization of good measurement matrices
1. INTRODUCTION was recently given in terms of their null space. As statedin previous work (e.g. [16, 19, 21, 23]). if for any vec-
We investigate the problem of signal recovery in compressed. tor w in the null space of A, the sum of the absolute val-
sensing, i.e., the problem of reconstructing a signal x that is ues of any k elements of w is less that the sum of the ab-
assumed to be k sparse using m measurements, y Ax, solute values of the rest of the elements, then the solution to
where m is smaller than the ambient dimension of the signal m x o subject to Ax y can always be obtained. by solv-
m, but larger than k. A here is the m x in so-called mea- ing mmnl x 1 subject to Ax = y, provided x is k-sparse.1
sburemet matrixrIhn tAhipaer,wefocussnthem -caledwhere This condition is stated in the work of Donoho [1] as the k-suremnent mnatrix. In this paper, we focus onL the case
nihol oyoepoet fA n ntewr fCnthe ~ ~ ~ ~ . noner enre of x r oiie pca aeta so neighborly polytope propert of A, and in the work of Can-
rea ponzera interest. e sva des et al. as the uncertainty principle [3]. Donoho et al. alsoInecompracticalitessedsen A is often a densematrixdrawn have been able to show the validity ofthis condition with high
fo sompeesemblenof r om matric [3]).aIn probability for random i.i.d Gaussian matrices and are there-
thisaer hever,le wl focus on ssee measureent fore able to compute fairly tight thresholds on when linear-this
. hiseis ip ant forumeouspre Inasevera programming-based compressed sensing works [2]. The first
matrices. This is iportant for numerou resn
.
Ieea
analysis of the nrull space for expander graphs has beenL doneapplications, like DNA micro arrays, the cost of each mea- aby Indyk [8] where it was shown that every(2kp e) expander
surement increases with the number of coordinates of x in- b I i
* ri r
~~graph with c will have a well supported nlull space. Seevolved [15]. Also, sparse measurement matrices often make g
possible the design of faster decoding algorithms (e.g., [10, also [1L7] for explicit constructions using expander graphs.
6,7, 18]) apart from the general linear programming decoder Using Theorem 1 of [13], which is a generalization of the
[3], In addition, unlike random measurement matrices (such null space propeLy theorem for the recovery of approximately
as Gaussian or Bernoulli), which only guarantee the recovery sparse signals, Indyk's result gives an upper bound on theas Gaus i Bernoulli), only guarantee recovery
ero whe liea prgamn is usdteoeprxi
of sparse vectors with high probability, expander graphs give error when linear programming iS used to recover approxi-
deterministic guarantees (see, e.g., [10], which gmves a aneter-
minislltllic guaranteeforWlthefSlast algorithmll propoJ;sed, andU [5] 'Here *Io represelnts the number of noln-zero entries iln its argument
for concentration lemmas on expander graphs). vector and 11*11 is the standard i1-norm.
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION * For every vector w in the null space ofA, and every
index set S ci {1, 2, ..., }In with S k such that wsC is a
The goal in compressed sensing is to recover a sparse vec- non-negativevector, Hwsb <.ws-b
tor from a set of under-determined linear equations. In many
real world applications the original data vector is nonnega- Theorem 3.1 is in fact the counter part of Theorem 1 of
tive, which is the case that we will focus on in this paper. The 1 6] for nonnegative vectors and the proof is very similar. The
original problem of compressed sensing for the nonnegative theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition on the ma-
input vectors is as following: trix A, such that all k-sparse xo can be recovered using (2).
The condition is essentially that for every vector in the null
rnin Hx (1) space of A, the sum of every n - k nonnegative elements
Ax=y,x>0 should be greater than the absolute sum of the rest.
where A"X'l is the measurement matrix, yrnxl is called
the observation vector, xnxl is the unknown vector which is 3.1. Null Space of Adjacency Matrices
known to be k-sparse, i.e., to have only k nonzero entries, and
where ol 0 is to norm, i.e., the number of nonzero entries of Now let s assume that A is the adjacencynatrix of a bipagh ite
a given vector. The typical situation is that n > m > k. Al- graph with n nodes on the left and m nodes on the right. We
though (1) is an NP-hard problem, Donoho and Tanner have also assume that the graph isleat d-regular.in other words A
shown in [4] that for a class of matrices A maintaining a so- is a(tx ) matrix with exactlLy d ones inyeach column. First
called outwardly k-neighborly property and x being at most note that the following lemma holds for any such matrix.
k-sparse, the solution to (1) is unique and can be recovered Lemma 3.1. Let Amxn be the adjacency matrix of a d-left
via the following linear programming problem: regular bipartite graph. For any vector w in the null space
nnin Hxb (2) of A, we let w+ be the non-negative part ofw and w- beAx=y,x>O its negative portion. Then, the following is true: wt =
They also show that i.i.d Gaussian random rii x mImatrices w 1
with m = n/2 are outwardly m/8-neighborly with high Proof Let 1 [1, 1,..., 1]be the m x 1 vector of all l's. We
probability, and thus allow the recovery of n/16 sparse vec- have:
tors x via linear programming. They further define a weak
neighborly notion, based upon which they show that the n
same Gaussian random matrices will allow the recovery of Aw 0 ci> lAw 0 ci> d w = 0
allmost all 0.558m sparse vectors x via fl-optimization for t=
sufficiently large n. C
In this paper, we primarily seek the answer to a similar
question when the measurement matrix A is the adjacency We are now ready to present the characterization of mea-
matrix of an unbalanced bipartite graph with constant left de- surement matrices for non-negative vectors in terms of the
gree d. The aim is to analyze the outwardly neighborly condi- negative support of every vector in their null space.
tions for this class of matrices and come up with sparse struc- Theorem 3.2. For any matrix A n with exactly d 1's in
tures that allow the recovery of vectors with sparsity propor- each column and other entries zero the following two state-
tional to the number of equations. ments are equivalent:
* Evei-y nonnegative vector xo with at most k nonzeros is
3. NULL SPACE CHARACTERIZATION AND a solution to (2) with y = Axo.
COMPLETE RANK * Every vector w in the null space ofA has at least k
We begin by stating an equivalent version of the outwardly negative elements.
neighborly condition which is in fact similar to the null space Proof We only need to show that for anyw Af(A) the sec-
property that was mentioned in the introduction, but for the ond statements of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are equiva-
non-negative case. Later we show that this has a much more lent. Let's assume there exists a w C J\(A) with less than
mundane interpretation for the special case ofregularbipartite k negative elements. We use S+, Sw and S° to denote the
graphs. support of positives, negatives and zeros of w respectively.
By~~~~~ ~~~L;;a31lwsl =l <- .Therefore a;ny subsetTheorem 3.1. let A he a nonnegative m, x ni matrix and By Lemma 3.1, ~ws± 1 w- .Tefoeaysbt
k_ / a Si c S, U S, that has non-empty intersection with S, sat-
equivallent: isfies lwsl, 1l > lws1 One can choose one such S1 of
or every nonnegatilve vector xo ilth altmost K nouze- 2 ={1 2,....., r n}\S. By ws we mean the sub-vector of w eon-
ros xisol a solutionl to (2 wivlth y Ax0. strucete by those elemenlts indcexed In S.
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size n- k and this means there are n -k non-negatives of Proof Let X and Y be the sets of left and right vertices of
w that sum to less than the absolute sum of the rest of w. the bipartite graph corresponding to A (X corresponds to
The other direction is straightforward. If any w C A\(A) has columnns of A). let S+ be the set of vertices in X corre-
k negatives, there is only one choice for S c 1, 2, ..., n of sponding to the positive elements of w, and Sw correspond-
size k, with wsC > 0, and that is S = Sw. Lemma 3.1 then ing to the negative elements.3 Let Sw = S+ U Sw. The equa-
guarantees Hws 1 lws 1. tion Ax = y can be manifested on the graph representation
of A with each node of Y correspond to an equation with
These results show how the structure of the null space zero R.H.S. This entails F(SZ) = F(Sw) = F(S,), since
of the measurement matrix is related to the recoverability of otherwise there is a vertex in Y connected to exactly one of
sparse vectors. Thus to achieve our primary goal which is S+ or S+, and its corresponding equation will not sum up
constructing optimal sparse measurement matrices, we need to zero. On the other hand from the definition of Cr(A) we
to find bipartite graphs with non-negative null space prop- must have S > Cr(A). The number of edges emanating
erties up to a maximal sparsity (hopefully, proportional to from S; is d SI , which is at least as large as the number of
the dimension rn).We present some theorems paraphrasing the its neighbors F(SW ) Then:
null-space property and interpreting it in terms of other prop-
erties of matrices.
dlS- > rF(S-)l = rF(S)l > Cr(A)
3.2. Complete Rank and Natnral Expansion Where the last inequality is a consequence of (3). U
Before proceeding, let us consider the two following defini-
tions, whose relation to the main topic will be shortly made We now turn to the task of constructing adjacency matri-
apparent. ces with complete rank proportional to dimension. Through-
out this paper, all the thresholds that we achieve are asymp-
Definition 1. For a matrix A' In we define the Complete totical, i.e., for the regime of very large rn and m.
Rank ofA (denoted by Cr(A)) to be the maximum integer rO
with the property that every rO columns ofA are linearly in- 3.3. Perturbed Expanders
dependent. fn other words, Cr(A) = miin,CE(A) ( SupP(w) -
1), where by Supp(w) we mean the support set ofw. When n and m = /3n are big, we are interested in construct-
ing 0-1 matrices AX,n with d(constant) I's in each column
Definition 2. A left regular bipartite graph (X,Y,d) with X such that Cr(A) is proportional to n. Furthermore, the max-
and Y the set of left and right vertices(|X| = n, |Y| = m) imum achievable value of
nd
is critical. This is a very
and d the regular left degree is called a (k, c) unbalanced ex- difficult question to address. However, it turns out to be much
pander iffor every S c X with S < k, thefollowing holds: easier if we allow for a small perturbation of the nonzero en-
rF(S) .> kd(1 -e), where F(S) is the set ofneighbors ofS tries of A, as shown next.
in Y.
Lemma 3.3. For a matrix A C Rmxn which is the adja-
The following lemma is connecting these two notions: cency matrix ofa bipartite left d-regular graph, f the subma-
Lemma 3.2. Every bipartite graph with adjacency matrix A trix formed by any ro columns ofA has at least ro nonzerod rows, then it is possible to perturb nonzero entries ofA andand leftdegree disa(Cr(A, d)expander obtain another nonnegative matrix A through this procedure,
Proof Omitted for breivity. * with Cr(A) > ro. Furthermore, perturbations can be done
in a way that the sum ofeach column remnains a constant d.
A direct corollary of this theorem is that: Proof The proof is based on showing that the set of pertur-
VS C X, F(S) > min( S , Cr(A)) (3) bations that do not guarantee Cr(A) > ro is measure zero.
We omit the proof for brevity. U
The notion of complete rank is tightly related. to the expansion 1S worth noticing that after modifying A base onproperty. It is also related to the null space characterization Ietuioso ntcring tato, aTer moifin A based on
we are shooting for. The following theorem sheds some light peorturaton adecid above,nTetor 3.1, Lem 3.1can11 . ^ ll~~~~~~~~~~~Teorems 3.2 and 3.3 al continue to hoCld for this class Ofon this fact,
matrices A. Therefore Cr(A) > ro will guarantee perfect
Theolrelm 3.3. IfA~XTh is the adjacency nmatrix of a2 left d- recovery of -I -sparse vectors via f -minimization. Moreover,
regulr ipartitegrapf n the ev tri h ul the act tat CA) ro can be translated back as f A S a
spaTce ofA the ngumber" of ngegattive elemenets of w is alt leatst
Cr(A) 3We interchangeablLy use S and its variations to denote a set of vertices or
d *a support set of a vector
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(ro d)1 unbalanced expander graph. Therefore what we re-
ally care about is constructing (ro d- I) expanders with 111as 060.45~o8oo
large as possible. In section 4, we use a probabilistic method 0
to show that the desired (ro = tn d- 1) expanders exist and 0 03
give thresholds on d. Before continuing, note that we are I 0.25
using a 1 - H expansion coefficient for perfect recovery, 006 0215
which is very small compared to other schemes that use ex- 004 01
panders (see, e.g., [10, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12]) and require expansion 0.0-2 0,05
coefficients at least larger than 1-c >-.1-3 0 0 iS 0O 0 004 06 0.8 0 00 04 06 08
~~~T ~d
indeed the critical expansion coefficient. We shortly digress (a) Strong bound.
in a subsection to discuss this a little further.
Fig. 1: Comparison of weak achievable bound of Section 4.1 anid with the strong
4. EXISTENCE OF SPARSE MATRICES WITH achievable threshold of(4) for Hi
LINEAR COMPLETE RANK
For fixed values of n > i> ro and d we are interested in the d, the summation on R.H.S of (5) vanishes. To this end, we
question of existence of a (ro,c = )expander with con- split the sum into a sub-linear summation and a summation.
stant left degree d. We use the standard first moment method for d > 2 the sub-liear pa will decays polynoally as
argument*toproetheexistenc of suchanenor-1a> 0o. By applying Stirling approximations to the terms ofargumentotorov th sn uan eander f ap- the linear par, we find out that it decayed exponentially in Tra
below. provided (4) holds. This completes the proof. U
Theorem4.1. For sufficiently large inn with inn /3nn and More imporant is the question of how big the ratioL can
rO = rnn, there exists a bipartite graph with left vertex size n be since we earlier proved that we can recover up to d
andrightsize r *whichisar d ex ae n sparse vectors using this method. Figure Ila illustrates theanrd right m which is a (ro,- exp nder, if d
maximum achievable ratio for different values of 13 derived
H(p) + j3H( ) from (4).d>>.1 (4)jnlog(2 )A 4. I. Weak bound
Proof (Sketch) Assuming that we generate a random matrix We are now interested in deriving conditions for recovering
A by randomly generating its columns, it suffices to show
.. . . ...................a specific suppor set S of size k - an, rather than obtain a
that the probability that A has the desired expansion property worst case bound for matrices that work for all suppo sets.
is positive. For 1 < i1 < i2 < ... < i_< n We denote by Recall that m = T, left degree is d, and define -Yi := (1 -
Ei£Ii2, ,ir the event that the columns of A corresponding to -d<
the numbers i1,i2,..., ir have at least n- r -1 entire 0 rows
and we have: Theorem 4.2. Define thefunction
P[A is a (ro, L,)Exp,] = 1 - P[A not a (ro,d.Exp,)] ' F(p,' px.) ): c ( + (1 - a P2
a1 a
13 /3
=1- d()r=dr [_...,r For every a such that F(pl,p2) < Ofor every PI,P2 that
A combinatorial analysis yields the following: satisfies pi < ae,p2 < 1-aG,pI + p2 < a,a randomly
selected subset ofsize k = aTn is recoverablefrom a random
,,n' (r' r perturbed matrix A with probability 1 - o(l).P[Er <V1r dlrL9,2,. ,r n)
d-J The bound that results from Theorem 4.2 is plotted in Fig-
Hence ure lb and has been compared to the strong threshold previ-
ously achieved.
d-1L /7tX~'r (n); )r'P[A is a (ro d )-Exp.] > 1 r (n) (5) Proof (Sketch) A modification of Theorem 3.1 is:d rL r rd
Lelmma 4.1. ifA is the aldjalcency maztrix ofaz bi>alrtite gralph
The objective is to show that this Xprobability is positive, with le;ft constalnt degree, an?d ifxc is afirxed nonnegattive vec-
Equivalently, we show that for ce ramn regimes of /3,u and tor azndy =o Ax0, then the solution x of(2) will be identicazl
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Fig. 2: Recovery percentage of ti-minimization on expanders and perurbed x- Fig. 3: Recove percentage of Algorih I Vs. 1-minimization.
paniders.
to xo ifand only ifthere exists no w in the null space ofA so as Lemma (3.3) to obtain a sparse nonnegative matrix Ai with
that wc is a nonnegative vector, where S is the support set Of Cr(A) > kd + 1.
xo. In other words xo will be recoverable via L.P from Axo Algorithm 1. Reveise Expansion Recovery
provided the support of xo does not include the index set of 1. Find zeros ofy and arbitrarily choose m - rd of them and
all negative elements ofa vector in the null-space ofA. denote them by ys. Also denote by T1 the index set of ele-
Proof Similar to the proof ofTheorem 3.1 with S as the sup- nents of y2 in y and by ' 2 its complenent. Wiog assume
port ofxo U thaty y i
This last statement allows us to derive a combinatorial 2. Locate in X the neighbors of the set of nodes in Y corre-
matching condition for the recovery of a vector supported on sponding to Tl, name the set Si and name the set of their
a specific subset S. We repeat the statement of the lemma: complement nodes in X by S2.
3. Identify the sub-matrix ofA that represents the edges ema-Lemma 4.2. Given a set S consider F(S) and denote S2 noin fro S~t 15
natngrom 2 t '12.Call this sub-maztrix A2. C.olumns of
Fr r(S)) \ s. Let the bipatrtite two-hop gralph ofS be denloted ntnfo t 2 a i -- lmsoA2 correspond to nodes in S2, and its rows correspond to theby Bs = (S U S2, F(S U S2)). Any non-negative vector xo nodes in Ti2.
supported on S can be recovered from y = Axo if evei-y 4. Set -5s 0 and compute k Y2 where At is the
subset Si c S U S2 ofsize F(S) + 1 has a perfect matching p e ot t De
in Bs. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~pseudo-inverse ofA defied by At = (AtA) At. Declalre
cas the output.
Observe that the expectation is (asymptotically) EF(S) The algorithm begins with identi=ing a big zero porion
(1-ecdnil )/3n =: 1}n Using a standard Chernoff bound of the output and locating their corresponding nodes in Y. In
[20] it is easy to show that F(S) is concentrated around its the next step, neighbors of these nodes are found in X and
expectation: these two giant sets of nodes are eliminated from X and Y.
1 Having done this, we are left with a much smaller system
I[F(S) <= EI(S) +,El] > 1 -, of linear equations, which turns out to be over-determined,
n2
and therefore our problem reduces to solving linear equations.
Now using the probabilistic method we can show that by Following theorem provides theoretical guarantees for the va-
randomly generating A (d-left regular) the probability that the lidity of this algorithm.
above combinatorial matching condition holds for all subsets
Si is 1 - o(1), provided S is of appropriate size ans that sat- Theorem 5.1. Validity QfAlgorithm
isfies the condition of Theorem 4.2. If x is a k-sparse non-negative vector and A is a per-
turbed (kd + 11 - j) expander with Cr(A) > kd + 1 then:
1. y is kd-sparse and therefore has at least m - kd zeros.
5. FAST ALGORITHM 2. S2 < T2 alandA2 is tall (or square) and thereforefull
rank.
We now describe a fast algorithm for the recovery of sparse 3 t x
non-negative vectors from noiseless measurements. This al-
gorithnm relies on thae minimal expansion we d escribed in sec- Proof
tio?. We emlo a k ,
-7I) exane an petrbi
1. Trivial.
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